Alf's Solar System Crossword

Across
2. One of the dwarf planets that ALF claims is beyond Pluto.
4. A gas giant that is the seventh planet from the sun.
6. The eighth planet from the sun. It is named for the Roman god of the sea.
10. The sixth planet from the sun. It is known for having giant rings.
11. This is a dwarf planet beyond Neptune. It was considered a planet until 2006.

Down
1. The planet closest to the sun. ALF’s friends Rick and Stella opened a tanning parlor there.
3. The largest planet in the solar system. It is also known for having a great red spot. ALF claims that this is also known as the “dairy planet” by its inhabitants.
5. The second planet from the sun. It is also known as the Morning Star even though it is not a star. ALF claims to have owned a native flytrap plant from this planet.
7. The planet on which we live. Also, the planet where ALF crashed his spaceship into the Tanners’ garage.
8. The fourth planet from the sun. Also known as the red planet. ALF claims that there is a family of mean cucumbers living there.
9. One of the dwarf planets that ALF claims is beyond Pluto. ALF says that he almost hit this dwarf planet on his approach to Earth.